NZX "An operator and regulator of securities and derivatives markets"
So just what is going on? Is it not a conflict for a referee to have shares in or own companies they regulate!!!
Am I the only one that is uncomfortable with this? Although it does help to explain some past “inactions”

No, you are not the only one.

Agree with you and very uncomfortable given the FMA slides people across to the NZX and vice versa as well - conflicts - define or redefine?

You mean like James Millar? Director on both!
Must be handy for a company to have a director on the FMA Board? Cosy? Yep, too darned cosy for my liking, but then I’m only a small investor.
Wonder what our darling claytons Commerce Commission has to say on it?

http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/nzx-acquires-large-kiwisaver-provider-cs-166425